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Configure WiFi Settings
The Device View > Wireless Settings portlet provides information for each configured Network SSID,
including the current channel and bytes and packets sent and received through this channel. Each Network
SSID is a clickable link to a page where you can edit basic and security settings.
When the channel is set to Automatic, the router chooses the optimal channel for transmission, based on
behind-the-scenes algorithms. The gateway can support either 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz or both.
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You can refresh the channel or change to an alternate channel from the drop-down list. When you refresh the
channel, the portlet displays the new channel.
Figure 1: Wireless Settings Portlet

In addition, clicking on the Network SSID allows you to edit the following fields:
• Network SSID - Name of your WiFi domain
• 802.11 Standard - depending on the hardware, there is a choice of a, ac, b, g and n
• Enable Wireless - Enables or disables wireless
• SSID Advertisement - When enabled, broadcasts your domain to public use

Note

Some of the above fields may be read-only depending on the customization setup.
Editable Wireless Security fields are detailed in the table below.
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Field

Values

Description

Security Mode

None

Select this option to disable security on your wireless
connection. Any wireless client in your area will then be
able to connect to the Internet using your connection's
bandwidth.

WEP

A data encryption method utilizing a statically defined key
as the wireless password (for supporting device types).

WPA

A data encryption method for 802.11 wireless LANs.

WPA2

An enhanced version of WPA that defines the 802.11i
protocol

WPA and WPA2

A mixed data encryption method that utilizes both WPA
and WPA2. The configuration of this encryption method
is identical to that of WPA2 as described above.

Password

free string

Password has character limit of 64 characters.

Mac Address Filtering

Off, Allow, Deny

You can choose to specifically allow or deny devices
access to WiFi.

Mac Addresses

free string

Can add several Mac addresses if allowed in the field
above.

Check Connectivity of End-User's Devices
In order to check connectivity to LAN hosts, you can perform a ping. You can only ping a connected host or
a home/guest host (and not a public host). Note that hosts that are connected over WiFi display the WiFi
strength of the connection in the Wireless icon.

Note

This feature is applicable for supporting Routers only (TR-143 compliant).

Procedure
Step 1
Step 2

Navigate to Device View > LAN Hosts portlet under the required gateway.
Click the Ping icon for the required host. The Interface will let you know whether the ping is successful or
not.

What to Do Next
If the ping is unsuccessful, have the customer check the physical connection of the device or other device
configurations.
If the ping is successful but the problem persists, consider using other diagnostic tools.
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Check Upload and Download Speeds
You can initiate a throughput test that measures the upload and download speeds of the selected device and
its latency. The speed test can be performed on all TR-143-compliant routers.
Depending on the device, you can choose the WAN interface (3G or Ethernet) for performing the speed test.

Procedure
In the Device View > Speed Test portlet, choose the WAN interface you want to test from the drop-down
list (if applicable), then click Start Test. Prime Home calculates the Download speed first and then the Upload.
Note
The interface list only appears for supporting
devices.
Figure 2: Speed Test

Prime Home saves the speed test data and allows you to view the history of measurements for speed tests
performed on the device over time for comparative purposes. You can view the speed test history as either a
log or a graph. You can also filter the results by time or by Prime Home user.

Monitor Bandwidth Utilization
The Device View > Bandwidth Utilization portlet shows which devices (on the left of the screen) and which
applications (on the right of the screen) are consuming the most bandwidth - both upstream and downstream.
The data is captured in real time; sampling begins when Prime Home searches the device and ends several
minutes after that. This information is displayed visually in pie chart form.
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Procedure
Step 1
Step 2

Place your cursor on an individual "slice" of the pie chart. This will display information on the device or
application and the bandwidth each one is using.
Click on each slice to drill down and display a bar chart that shows both the download and upload of this
particular device or application.

What to Do Next
If you see that a particular host or application is consuming too much bandwidth, then you can ask the customer
to turn off that host if it's not needed, or to kill the particular application.

Note

This information is relevant for supporting devices only.

Change Firewall Security Levels
The Device View > Firewall portlet enables you to set the firewall's level of security for the gateway. The
following levels can be set.
Security Level

Requests Originating in the WAN (Incoming Requests Originating in the LAN (Outgoing
Traffic)
Traffic)

Typical Security Blocked: No access to home network from Unrestricted: All services are permitted,
(Default)
Internet, except as configured in the Port
except as configured in the Access Control
Forwarding, DMZ host and Remote Access screen.
screens.
Maximum
Security

Blocked: No access to home network from Limited: Only commonly-used services,
Internet, except as configured in the Port
such as Web-browsing and e-mail, are
Forwarding, DMZ host and Remote Access permitted.
screens.

Minimum
Security

Unrestricted: Permits full access from
Internet to home network; all connection
attempts permitted.

Unrestricted: All services are permitted,
except as configured in the Access Control
screen.

Create Port Forwarding Rule
Port Forwarding is a gateway feature that enables exposing the device to the Internet in certain limited and
controlled ways. The Port Forwarding feature enables you to define applications for the end-user (for example,
Peer-to-Peer, game, voice, or chat programs). In addition, you can configure Port Forwarding to allow external
access to specific servers running on the end-user network.
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Procedure
Step 1

In the Port Forwarding portlet, click the Add Rule icon on the top right of the page. The Add Port Forwarding
Rule screen appears.
Figure 3: Add Port Forwarding Rule

Step 2
Step 3

Step 4

Select the Enable check box to enable the rule. Unchecking this check box allows you to temporarily disable
the rule at any time without having to delete it from the Port Forwarding screen.
Select the required Service from the drop-down list. You will see that many services and applications are
pre-configured in Prime Home. If the service you need does not appear in the drop-down list, you will need
to define it as follows:
a) Select User-Defined Service.
b) Add Service Name. (For example, Skype.)
c) Select the protocol that this service requires.
d) In the Start Port and End Port fields, write the required gateway ports.
e) In the Forward to Port field, you can either choose the same port as the Start Port option, or you can
choose another port on your host device.
f) In the Forward to Host section, select a host from the drop-down list. The drop-down list displays all
available LAN computers. Make sure to select the device that provides access to the Service you selected
above. In the same section, you can decide whether to locate the device by host name or by IP address.
(This is a matter of personal preference.)
Click Save. The rule is added to the Port Forwarding screen.
Note
Administration users can update the list of pre-defined services in Administration > Port Mapping
Services. If an Admin user makes a change to a pre-defined service, then an Alert will display on
this Port Forwarding screen.

Configure UPnP
Universal Plug-and-Play (UPnP) is a networking technology that provides compatibility among networking
equipment, software, and peripherals.
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Any UPnP-enabled LAN device can dynamically join the end-user's network, obtain an IP address, and
exchange information about its capabilities and those of other devices on their home network. When the
end-user connects a PC or any other UPnP enabled device (for example, a media streamer, digital picture
frame, and so on.) to the device, it is added to the local network.
The following options are available:
Field

Description

Allow network devices to
automatically configure
UPNP services

Selecting this check-box enables the UPnP feature. This will allow you to
define local services on any of the devices, and to make the services available
to computers on the Internet.

Enable automatic cleanup When this check box is selected, the gateway periodically checks the
of old unused UPnP
availability of the LAN computers that have been configured to provide the
services
local services. If such a LAN computer is disconnected, the gateway removes
the port forwarding rule that enables access to the corresponding local service.

Note

This feature is applicable for supporting gateways only.

Apply Tags to Devices
The tags section enables CSRs to further classify devices according to tags. Tags must be defined at the NBI
initially or in the Operations/Tags portlet. For further information, see Create Device Tags.

Procedure
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3

In the Device View tab, under the Device Tags portlet, click Manage.
From the list of available tags, move the tag(s) that you require to the associated tags right pane. (Note that
you will not necessarily see every available tag for the device you are working on.
Click Apply. The tag(s) appears in the Tag section for future reference.

View Log Entries
The Activity Log portlet provides a list of events in several categories. Each event is displayed as an entry,
and includes various parameters such as a description of the event, the time of occurrence, and so on. This
log collects various events reported by a device, as well as actions performed on it by the CSR, the end-user,
and automated Prime Home or device processes. This tool helps in identifying whether an event performed
on the device is the cause of the problem that the subscriber experiences.
Note that the 'Search In' tool provides an easy method of viewing specific events. You can choose to view
log events according to a specific entry parameter, and then display only entries that have a specific value of
this parameter. For example, in the Search In box select the '!' parameter. The portlet refreshes, providing
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check boxes with this parameter's available statuses. Select the 'Success' check box and click 'Find'. The portlet
refreshes again, displaying only log entries with a success status.
In addition, each entry ends with a 'more...' link, which, when highlighted, provides additional information
such as the full event name and the TR-069 parameter name and value. Position your cursor over the "more.."
link to display this information.
If you are tracking events in real time, note that it may take up to a minute for an event to appear in this portlet.
For example, if a device restarts, it may take time to see the corresponding entry in the log. However, the
event's timestamp will be accurate.
The Activity Logs can be exported for further analysis by selecting the Export option on the top right of the
screen.

Note

In order to maintain system performance, log events that are older than a pre-configured period are deleted.

View Cable Modem Channels
The DOCSIS Modem portlet allows the CSR to view the current Cable Modem upstream or downstream
channels with their respective monitoring data, and identify potential problems.

Note

The DOCSIS Modem portlet is for supporting gateways only.

Help End-User with SCR Navigation
The Troubleshooting portlet provides a structured view of all the Support Cost Reduction (SCR) screens that
may appear to the user when problems are intercepted. This helps immensely when assisting the user on the
phone as you can navigate through the SCR's screens and guide the user to the problem's resolution.
The 'Interception Name' drop-down menu enables you to select a specific SCR to view. You can then either
use the provided navigation arrows to proceed with the SCR wizard, screen after screen, or use the second
drop-down menu provided to 'jump' straight to the desired screen of the SCR. The SCR screen varies with
each device type.

Note

This feature is applicable for supporting Routers only.

Voice Configuration
For devices that support VoIP, the CSR can manage the phone lines and profiles for the device. The Device
View > Voice Configuration portlet holds the predefined VoIP profiles and the phone lines that can be added
for each of them.
For each profile, you need to fill out a name, the various servers (optional) and decide if the profile is
enabled/disabled or "sleeping" (quiescent).
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In the lower half of the screen, you can add phone lines (as many as the gateway can support). Here you can
add the Directory number, which is usually the phone number, username and password (usually preconfigured).
URI and also choose whether to enable or disable it.
For System administrators only, you can configure the values in System > Device Profile > Parameters >
Voice Profile Enable. If the values are not configured here, then the default values are taken from System >
Configuration portlets.voice.enable.values and portlets.voice.line.status.values

Quick Guide to Troubleshooting Gateways
Customer Complaint

Possible Causes

Prime Home
Alert

Prime Home Fix

No Internet Connectivity Gateway is down
WAN Interface is down

Device
Unreachable

If gateway is down, have customer
check physical connection.
Otherwise, navigate to Device
View > Wireless and check and
edit settings such as wireless
credentials, wireless channel,
wireless standard, security mode,
statistics, etc

Slow Internet and / or
WAN disconnections

Noisy Line

Low SNR

If low SNR, send technician.

LAN Connectivity
problems

If LAN Connectivity issues, then
navigate to Device View > Home
View and check each LAN Host
for warning icons and drill down
to LAN Hosts screen to check
connectivity and IP address. If
ping is unsuccessful, ask customer
to check cable or plug, etc.

Slow Internet (Wired)

Bandwidth issues

Navigate to Speed Test portlet and
perform speed test to discover
where problem resides.
Navigate to Monitor Bandwidth
Utilization, on page 4 see what
device or application is using too
much bandwidth and then shut
down that host or application.

WAN disconnections /
unstable connectivity

Power outages, Device
Version issue, Device
stability issue, Frequent
reboots

Stability Issues

If there are frequent reboots then
navigate to Device View > Quick
Actions and select Factory Reset
/Factory Reset Retain Wireless

Slow Internet and
disconnections (WiFi)

Wireless Signal Issue

Low Wireless
Signal Strength

Navigate to Device View >
Wireless Saturation and choose
a different channel
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Customer Complaint

Possible Causes

Prime Home
Alert

Prime Home Fix

Various wireless
alerts (e.g.
wireless status,
MAC filtering,
no advertisement,
low security
mode, etc.)

Navigate to Device View >
Wireless and check and edit
settings such as wireless
credentials, wireless channel,
wireless standard, security mode,
statistics, etc

Some applications do not Firewall configuration
work properly

Security level is
too high

Navigate to Device View >
Firewall and change security
settings

Known issues relevant to Customer has previous
old software version
software version

N/A

First, navigate to Device View >
Device Properties > and check
the Software Version. Next,
navigate to Device View > Quick
Actions and select Firmware
Upgrade.

Incorrect configuration / N/A
provisioning failures

Navigate to Device View > Quick
Actions and select Factory Reset
/Factory Reset Retain Wireless.

Can't connect to Wireless Incorrect wireless
Network
configuration (SSIDs
might be disabled
following a restart or
power failure. MAC
filtering incorrectly
configured)
Wireless service is
disabled due to
provisioning failure or no
WiFi service enabled in
UPM

Service malfunctioning
(e.g. Internet access
interruptions)

Customer complains of N/A
long download times or
unable to share with other
computers

N/A

Navigate to Device View > Port
Forwarding and either create or
edit an existing Port Forwarding
Rule. Check the UPnP settings if
the customer is unable to share
data.

Customer asks for help
with SCR screens
(OpenRG Gateway
Device only)

N/A

Navigate to Device View >
Troubleshooting > and help the
customer through the screens.
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